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Abstract
This paper introduces a (2+1)–dimensional Gaussian field which has the Gaussian free field
on the upper half–plane with zero boundary conditions as certain two–dimensional sections.
Along these sections, called space–like paths, it matches the Gaussian field from eigenvalues
of random matrices and from a growing random surface. However, along time–like paths the
behavior is different.
The Gaussian field arises as the asymptotic fluctuations in quantum random walks on quan-
tum groups Uq(gln). This quantum random walk is a q–deformation of previously considered
quantum random walks. The construction is accomplished utilizing Etingof–Kirillov difference
operators in place of differential operators on GL(n). When restricted to the space–like paths,
the moments of the quantum random walk match the moments of the growing random surface.
1 Introduction
The Gaussian free field (GFF) is a two–dimensional Gaussian field which arises as asymptotics
in many probabilistic models. See [22] for a mathematical introduction to the GFF. For
time–dependent models it is natural to ask if there is a canonical (2+1)–dimensional Gaussian
field generalizing the GFF. For a random surface growth model [7], the fluctuations along
space–like paths (that is, paths in space–time where time increases as the vertical co–ordinate
decreases) were shown to be the Gaussian free field – however, the behavior along time–like
paths was inaccessible. In a later paper [5] which analyzed eigenvalues of corners of time–
dependent random matrices, the resulting asymptotics were shown to be a time–dependent
(2+1)–dimensional Gaussian field G whose restrictions to space–like paths are the GFF, and
matches the [7] asymptotics along space–like paths. Additional work looking at the edge of
this model was also done in [23]. These were partially motivated by physics literature, which
predicted the GFF as the stationary distribution for the Anisotropic Kardar–Parisi–Zhang
equation (see e.g. [16, 17, 24]).
In [19], a quantum random walk was constructed whose moments match the random surface
growth model along space–like paths, and again the field G arises in the asymptotics, after
applying the standard Brownian Motion to Ornstein–Uhlenbeck rescaling. It is natural to
ask if G is the only canonical time–dependent Gaussian field having the GFF as fixed–time
marginals (a very rough analogy would be the characterization of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
process as the only Gaussian, stationary, Markov process). However, this paper will construct
a different field G.
The field G will again arise as fluctuations of a quantum random walk on quantum groups
(QRWQG), which is a variant of [1, 3, 6, 9, 19, 20]. As was the case in [19], along space–like
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paths the moments of the QRWQG are precisely the same as the moments for the random
surface growth model from [7]. This shows that G and G are identical along space–like paths,
but it turns out that they are not the same along time–like paths.
Having introduced G, now turn the discussion to the quantum random walks. Recall that
the motivation for quantum random walks comes from quantum mechanics. Rather than defin-
ing a state space as a set of states, instead the state space is a Hilbert space of wavefunctions.
The observables, rather than being functions on the state space, are operators on this Hilbert
space. These operators are related to classical observables through their eigenvalues. Gen-
erally, observables do not have to commute, so for this reason quantum random walks are
also called non–commutative random walks. The randomness occurs through states, which
are linear functionals on the space of observables, corresponding to the expectation of the
observable.
Before describing the quantum version of the random surface, first review how it looks
in the classical viewpoint. On each horizontal section of the random stepped surface, the
(classical) state space is the set
{λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn) : λi ∈ Z}
By analogy with quantum mechanics, the space of wavefunctions should consist of functions
of the form χ~x(λ). By dimension considerations, ~x should vary over Cn. Switching indices
and variables, write χλ(x1, . . . , xn), so the wave functions are some class of functions on Cn.
The observables are then some space of operators on this class of functions. Any probability
measure P(λ) on the λ can be encoded through χ =
∑
λ P(λ)χλ. Furthermore, if D is an
operator for which χλ are eigenfunctions with eigenvalues a(λ), then
(Dχ)(1, . . . , 1) =
∑
λ
P(λ)a(λ)χλ(1, . . . , 1) = EP [a(λ) · χλ(1, . . . , 1)]
The χλ can be chosen so that χλ(1, . . . , 1) is normalized to 1. The phenomenon that a state
can be defined from a wave function can be seen as an analog of the Gelfand–Naimark–Segal
construction.
The actual construction of the observables and χλ comes from representation theory. In
particular, the set of such λ parameterizes the highest weights of finite–dimensional irreducible
representations of gln, and it is through these representations that the observables are de-
fined. Here, the (non–commutative) space of observables is the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum
group Uq(gln). Each u ∈ Uq(gln) has a corresponding difference operator from [11]. The rele-
vant observables for asymptotics are certain central elements C
(n)
q ∈ Z(Uq(gln)) calculated in
[13]. The eigenvalue of each C
(n)
q on the irreducible representation Vλ is
∑n
i=1 q
2(λi−i+n), so
one can think of these observables as linear statistics of the function q2x.
There are a few key differences between this construction and previous constructions that
are worth highlighting. When q → 1, the QRWQG reduces to the one in [6, 19], which
used the universal enveloping algebra U(gln) as the space of observables. The papers there
used differential operators on the Lie group GL(n) to define the quantum random walk. The
relevant central elements in U(gln) acted as
∑n
i=1(λi − i+ n)k for k ≥ 1, so can be thought of
as linear statistics of xk. In that case, the fluctuations of linear statistics for different values of
k were computed, which suggests finding the fluctuations of these linear statistics for different
q here.
Additionally, Uq(gln) is no longer co–commutative as a Hopf algebra. (The word “quantum”
appearing twice in the title of this paper refers to two different meanings: the first one makes
the space of observables non–commutative, and the second makes it non-co–commutative).
Probabilistically, this results in different dynamics, which ultimately leads to the Gaussian
2
fields differing along time–like paths. However, the functions χλ do not depend on q, which is
why the Gaussian fields match along space–like paths.
We also mention several algebraic reasons for taking the approach with quantum groups.
One is that in the q → 1 limit, the asymptotics are dependent on Schur-Weyl duality (see
equation (2.9) of [6], which references Proposition 3.7 of [14]), so does not generalize to other
Lie algebras. Additionally, the relevant central elements are actually easier to construct in
the quantum case than in the classical case (for example, see section 7.5 of [12] or chap-
ter 7 of [21] for explicit central elements of U(gln)). Another notable difference is that the
non–commutative Markov operator Pt no longer preserves the center when q 6= 1. However,
(somewhat surprisingly) each PtC
(n)
q can be written as a linear combination of C
(n−k)
q , gener-
alizing a result of [4] for n = 2. So this paper demonstrates (in a sense) that preserving the
center is not necessary for developing meaningful asymptotics. However, note that one would
not necessarily expect PtC
(n)
q to be a linear combination of C
(n−k)
q in every quantum group, so
while it should be possible to construct a QRWQG in general, the asymptotics may be more
difficult.
Finally, it is important to mention that some of the cited papers actually prove more than
what is needed here. For example, [5] and [6] actually show convergence to correlated Gaussian
free fields. The difference operators in [11] can be used to construct Macdonald’s difference
operators for all (q, t), and here only the q = t case is used. Therefore, it should be possible
to extend the results of this paper to more generality.
Let us outline the body of the paper. In section 2, we define the Gaussian field G and
show by direct computation its relationship to G along space–like paths. Section 3 reviews
some of the necessary definitions in non–commutative probability theory and representation
theory. Section 4 provides the construction of the quantum random walk. In section 5, the
random surface growth from [7] is defined and shown to have the same expectations as the
quantum random walk along space–like paths. Finally, section 6 shows that the fluctuations
in the QRWQG converge to G.
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Borodin, Ivan Corwin, Philippe Biane, Pavel Etingof and Yi Sun. Financial support was
available through NSF grant DMS-1502665. Additional financial support was available through
NSF grant DMS-1302713 and the Fields Institute, which allowed the author to attend the
workshop “Focus Program on Noncommutative Distributions in Free Probability Theory.”
2 A (2+1)–dimensional Gaussian field
Let G be a Gaussian field indexed by (k, η, τ) ∈ N×R>0×R>0 with mean zero and covariance
given by
E[G(ki, ηi, τi)G(kj , ηj , τj)]
=

(
1
2pii
)2 ∫ ∫
|z|>|w|
(ηiz
−1 + τi + τiz)ki(ηjw−1 + τj + τjw)kj (z − w)−2dzdw,
ηi ≥ ηj , τi ≤ τj(
1
2pii
)2 ∫ ∫
|z|>|w|
(ηj
τj
τi
z−1 + τj + τiz)kj (ηiw−1 + τi + τiw)ki(z − w)−2dzdw,
ηi < ηj , τi ≤ τj
where the z, w contours are counterclockwise circles centered around the origin. As explained
in [19], G can be viewed as the moments of a three–dimensional Gaussian field which has the
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Gaussian free field as fixed–time marginals.
Let G be a Gaussian field indexed by (h, η, τ) ∈ C × R>0 × R>0 with mean zero and
covariance E[G(h˜, ηi, τi)G(h, ηj , τj)] given by:
if τj ≥ τi, ηj ≤ ηi,
(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
exp(2h(ηjw
−1+τiw))+
2h
√
τj − τi
2pii
∫ ηj
0
e2h((ηj−κ)w
−1+τiw)dκ
∮
e2h
√
τj−τi
√
κ(t+t−1)) t
−2
√
κ
dt
)
,
(1)
if τj ≥ τi, ηj ≥ ηi,
(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
exp(2h(ηjw
−1+τiw))+
2h
√
τj − τi
2pii
∫ ηj
ηj−ηi
e2h((ηj−κ)w
−1+τiw)dκ
∮
e2h
√
τj−τi
√
κ(t+t−1)) t
−2
√
κ
dt
)
+
(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|<|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
2h
√
τj − τi
2pii
∫ ηj−ηi
0
e2h((ηj−κ)w
−1+τiw)dκ
∮
e2h
√
τj−τi
√
κ(t+t−1)) t
−2
√
κ
dt
)
, (2)
where the t, z, w contours are counterclockwise circles centered around the origin, with |t| >
|w|√τj − τi. Note that if τi ≤ τj then
E[G(h˜, ηi, τi)G(h, ηj , τj)] = e2h(τj−τi)E[G(h˜, ηi, τi)G(h, ηj , τi)]
+ e2h(τj−τi)
2h
√
τj − τi
2pii
∫ ηj
0
E[G(h˜, ηi, τi)G(h, ηj − κ, τi)]dκ
∮
e2h
√
τj−τi
√
κ(t+t−1) t
−2
√
κ
dt (3)
A priori, it is not obvious that G is a well–defined family of random variables: for instance,
the covariance matrix might not be positive–definite. However, it will be shown in Theorem
6.3 below that G occurs as the limit of well–defined random variables. Furthermore, numerical
computations indicate that the covariance matrices are positive–definite anyway.
The next proposition shows that G and G match along space–like paths. It also follows
from later results (namely, that G is the limit of the QRWQG, the QRWQG matches the
surface growth along space–like paths, and G is the limit of the surface growth), but a more
elementary proof is provided here. Because G will appear in the linear statistics of q2x and G
appears as linear statistics of xk, setting q = eh motivates the comparison.
Proposition 2.1. If ηi ≥ ηj and τi ≤ τj then
E[G(h˜, ηi, τi)G(h, ηj , τj)] =
∞∑
ki,kj=0
(2h˜)ki(2h)kj
ki!kj !
E[G(ki, ηi, τi)G(kj , ηj , τj)] (4)
If τj ≥ τi, ηj ≥ ηi, then in general (4) does not hold.
Proof. Assume that ηi ≥ ηj and τi ≤ τj . By making the substitution t 7→ t/
√
κ, the expression
4
becomes(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
exp(2h(ηjw
−1+τiw))+
2h
√
τj − τi
2pii
∫ ηj
0
e2h((ηj−κ)w
−1+τiw)dκ
∮
e2h
√
τj−τi(t+κt−1))t−2dt
)
(5)
The integrand in κ is simply an exponential function, so evaluates to(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
exp(2h(ηjw
−1+τiw))+
2h
√
τj − τi
2pii
∮ (e2hηj(√τj−τit−1−w−1) − 1
2h(
√
τj − τit−1 − w−1)
)
e2h(ηjw
−1+τiw)e2ht
√
τj−τit−2dt
)
(6)
Substitute t 7→ √τj − τit(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
exp(2h(ηjw
−1 + τiw)) +
2h
2pii
∮ (e2hηj(t−1−w−1) − 1
2ht(1− tw−1)
)
e2h(ηjw
−1+τiw)e2ht(τj−τi)dt
)
(7)
By the assumptions on the t and w contours,
2h
2pii
∮ ( −1
2ht(1− tw−1)
)
e2ht(τj−τi)dt = −1 + e2hw(τj−τi)
leaving us with(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
exp(2h(ηjw
−1 + τjw)) +
1
2pii
∮ (e2hηj(t−1−w−1)
t(1− tw−1)
)
e2h(ηjw
−1+τiw)e2ht(τj−τi)dt
)
(8)
So it remains to check that(
1
2pii
)2
e2h˜τie2hτj
∫∫
|z|>|w|
exp
(
2h˜(ηiz
−1 + τiz)
)
(z − w)−2dzdw
×
(
1
2pii
∮ (e2hηj(t−1−w−1)
t(1− tw−1)
)
e2h(ηjw
−1+τiw)e2ht(τj−τi)dt
)
= 0 (9)
But this follows immediately, because the w−1 terms in the exponential cancel, so the integrand
has no residues in w. So (4) is true.
Now suppose that τj ≥ τi, ηj ≥ ηi. The h˜h3 coefficient of the right–hand–side of (4) is
2h˜(2h)3
6
· ηi ·
(
3τiτ
2
j + 3ηjτjτi
)
= 8h˜h3ηiτiτj(τj + ηj)
5
But on the left–hand–side it is
16
3!
ηj ·
(
3τi · τ2i + 3ηiτi · τi
)
+ 2
√
τj − τi
∫ ηj
0
4τimin(ηj − κ, ηi)dκ · 2
√
τj − τi
=
16
6
ηj ·
(
3τi · τ2i + 3ηiτi · τi
)
+ 16(τj − τi)τi
(
−12(ηj − κ)2|
ηj
κ=ηj−ηi + ηi(ηj − ηi)
)
= 8ηj ·
(
τi · τ2i + ηiτi · τi
)
+ 16(τj − τi)τi
(
1
2η
2
i + ηi(ηj − ηi)
)
which is not equal to the expression above.
3 Background Definitions
3.1 Non–commutative probability
Here are some of the basic definitions of objects in non-commutative probability. A more
comprehensive introduction can be found in [2].
A non–commutative probability space (A, φ) is a unital ∗–algebra A with identity 1 and
a state φ : A → C, that is, a linear map such that φ(a∗a) ≥ 0 and φ(1) = 1. Elements of A
are called non–commutative random variables. This generalizes a classical probability space,
by considering A = L∞(Ω,F ,P) with φ(X) = EPX. We also need a notion of convergence.
For a large parameter L and a1, . . . , ar ∈ A, φ which depend on L, as well as a limiting space
(A,Φ), we say that (a1, . . . , ar) converges to (a1, . . . ,ar) with respect to the state φ if
φ(a1i1 · · · a
k
ik
)→ Φ(a1i1 · · ·a
k
ik
)
for any i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , r}, j ∈ {1, ∗} and k ≥ 1.
There is also a non–commutative version of a Markov chain. If Xn : (Ω,F ,P)→ E denotes
the Markov process with transition operator Q : L∞(E)→ L∞(E), then the Markov property
is
E[Y f(Xn+1)] = E[Y Qf(Xn)]
for f ∈ L∞(E) and Y a σ(X1, . . . , Xn)–measurable random variable. Letting jn : L∞(E) →
L∞(Ω,F ,P) be defined by jn(f) = f(Xn), we can write the Markov property as
E[jn+1(f)Y ] = E[jn(Qf)Y ]
for all f ∈ L∞(E) and Y in the subalgebra of L∞(Ω,F ,P) generated by the images of j0, . . . , jn.
Translating into the non–commutative setting, we define a non–commutative Markov op-
erator to be a semigroup of unital linear maps {Pt : t ∈ T} from a ∗–algebra U to itself (not
necessarily an algebra morphism). The set T indexing time can be either N or R≥0, that is to
say, the Markov process can be either discrete or continuous time. We also require that for
any times t0 < t1 < . . . ∈ T there exists algebra morphisms jtn from U to a non–commutative
probability space (W,ω) such that
ω(jtn(f)w) = ω(jtn−1(Ptn−tn−1f)w)
for all f ∈ U and w in the subalgebra of W generated by the images of {jt : t ≤ tn−1}.
3.2 Representation theory
3.2.1 Definition of Quantum Groups
This sub–subsection defines the quantum groups. See [15] for a more thorough treatment.
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Let q be a formal variable. The quantum group Uq(gln) is the Hopf algebra with generators
{Ei,i+1, Ei+1,i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}, {qEii : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} satisfying the relations (below, qEii are
all invertible and the multiplication is written additively in the exponential, so for example
q−E11+E22 =
(
qE11
)−1 (
qE22
)2
)
qEiiqEjj = qEjjqEii = qEii+Ejj
[Ei,i+1, Ei+1,i] =
qEii−Ei+1,i+1 − qEi+1,i+1−Eii
q − q−1 [Ei,i+1Ej+1,j ] = 0, i 6= j
qEiiEi,i+1 = qEi,i+1q
Eii qEiiEi−1,i = q−1Ei−1,iqEii [qEii , Ej,j+1] = 0, j 6= i, i− 1
qEiiEi,i−1 = qEi,i−1qEii qEiiEi+1,i = q−1Ei+1,iqEii [qEii , Ej,j−1] = 0, j 6= i, i+ 1
E2i,i+1Ej,j+1 − (q + q−1)Ei,i+1Ej,j+1Ei,i+1 + Ej,j+1E2i,i+1 = 0, i = j ± 1
E2i,i−1Ej,j−1 − (q + q−1)Ei,i−1Ej,j−1Ei,i−1 + Ej,j−1E2i,i−1 = 0, i = j ± 1
[Ei,i+1, Ej,j+1] = 0 = [Ei,i−1, Ej,j−1], i 6= j ± 1
The co–product is an algebra morphism ∆ : Uq(gln)→ Uq(gln)⊗ Uq(gln) defined by
∆
(
qEii
)
= qEii ⊗ qEii
∆ (Ei,i+1) = q
Eii−Ei+1,i+1 ⊗ Ei,i+1 + Ei,i+1 ⊗ 1
∆ (Ei,i−1) = 1⊗ Ei,i−1 + Ei,i−1 ⊗ qEi+1,i+1−Eii
Note that unless q → 1, ∆ does not satisfy co–commutativity. In other words, if P is the
permutation P (a ⊗ b) = b ⊗ a, then P ◦ ∆ 6= ∆. However, the co–product does satisfy the
co–associativity property
(id⊗∆) ◦∆ = (∆⊗ id) ◦∆,
so that there is a well–defined algebra morphism ∆(m−1) : Uq(gln) → Uq(gln)⊗m satisfying
∆(m) = (id⊗∆(m−1))◦∆ = (∆(m−1)⊗ id)◦∆. Recall Sweedler’s notation ∆(u) = ∑u(1)⊗u(2)
and sumless Sweedler’s notation ∆(u) = u(1) ⊗ u(2). This notation will extend to
∆(n−1)(u) = u(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(n)
(id⊗∆) ◦∆(u) = u(1) ⊗ u(21) ⊗ u(22) (∆⊗ id) ◦∆(u) = u(11) ⊗ u(12) ⊗ u(2)
For completeness, the antipode S is an anti–automorphism on Uq(gln) defined on generators
by
S(Ei,i+1) = −q−1Ei,i+1 S(Ei,i−1) = −qEi,i−1, S(qEii) = q−Eii .
and the co–unit is an algebra morphism  : Uq(gln)→ C defined on generators by

(
qEii
)
= 1  (Ei,i±1) = 0.
The antipode will only be used in the remark at the end of section 4, and the co–unit will not
be used explicitly.
For any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, define Eij inductively by
Eij = EikEkj − q−1EkjEik, i ≶ k ≶ j
From the relations defining Uq(gln), it is not hard to see that for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
∆Eij = Eij ⊗ 1 + qEii−Ejj ⊗ Eij + (q − q−1)
[
j−1∑
r=i+1
(qErr−EjjEir)⊗ Erj
]
∆Eji = 1⊗ Eji + Eji ⊗ qEjj−Eii + (q − q−1)
[
j−1∑
r=i+1
Eri ⊗ (qErr−EiiEjr)
]
.
(10)
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3.2.2 Representations
Assume that q is not a root of unity. The finite–dimensional irreducible representations of
Uq(gln) are parameterized by non–increasing sequences of n integers
GTn := {(λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn) : λi ∈ Z}
For each λ ∈ GTn, let Vλ denote the corresponding representation. There is a weight space
decomposition
Vλ =
⊕
µ
Vλ[µ]
where µ is some sequence of integers µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) ∈ Zn (not necessarily non–increasing)
and
Vλ[µ] = {v ∈ Vλ : qa1E11+...+anEnnv = qa1µ1+...+anµnv}
One can think of the weight spaces as a generalization of eigenspaces. Given any complex
numbers x1, . . . , xn there is an action on Vλ by
xE111 · · ·xEnnn v = xµ11 · · ·xµnn v for v ∈ Vλ[µ].
and write xEv for the left–hand–side. With this notation, define the character χλ as
χλ(x1, . . . , xn) = Tr|Vλ
(
xE
)
. (11)
Let dimλ = χλ(1, . . . , 1) denote the dimension of Vλ. Each χλ is a symmetric polynomial and
the {χλ} form a basis for the ring of symmetric polynomials in n variables. (in fact, these are
the Schur polynomials, although this information will not be used explicitly in this paper).
The co–product defines the action on tensor products of representations, in the sense that
if v, w are vectors in two different representations, then
u · (v ⊗ w) = u(1)v ⊗ u(2)w.
There are also branching rules between representations of Uq(gln) and Uq(gln−1). For
λ ∈ GTn and µ ∈ GTn−1, let µ ≺ λ mean
µ ≺ λ if and only if λ1 ≥ µ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µn−1 ≥ λn.
If Vλ is restricted to GTn−1 then it decomposes as
Vλ =
⊕
µ≺λ
Vµ
On the level of characters, this means that
χλ(x1, . . . , xn−1, 1) =
∑
µ≺λ
χµ(x1, . . . , xn−1).
More generally, if m ≤ n, λ(m) ∈ GTm and λ(n) ∈ GTn, then let m
(
λ(n), λ(m)
)
denote the
multiplicities of Vλ(n) restricted to GTm, that is
Vλ(n) =
⊕
λ(m)∈GTm
m
(
λ(n), λ(m)
)
Vλ(m)
which also means that
χλ(n)(x1, . . . , xm, 1, . . . , 1) =
∑
λ(m)∈GTm
m
(
λ(n), λ(m)
)
χλ(m)(x1, . . . , xm)
By setting x1 = . . . = xn = 1, this shows that∑
λ(m)∈GTm
Λ
(
λ(n), λ(m)
)
= 1, where Λ
(
λ(n), λ(m)
)
= m
(
λ(n), λ(m)
) dimλ(m)
dimλ(n)
(12)
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3.2.3 Etingof–Kirillov Difference Operators
Let M be the algebra of linear operators on the space of formal power series in infinitely
many variables C[[x1, x2, . . .]]. The multiplication in M is the usual composition of operators,
denoted ◦. In [11], there is a definition of difference operators Du ∈ M for each u ∈ Uq(gln).
For the purposes of this paper, only the following properties of Du will be used:
• If u ∈ Uq(gln) then Du only acts on functions of n variables f(x1, . . . , xn), and fixes the
remaining variables.
• The inclusion Uq(gln)→ U(gln+1) is consistent with u 7→ Du. In other words, Du is the
same operator whether u is considered an element of Uq(gln) or U(gln+1).
• The map u 7→ Du is a linear map from Uq(gln) to M .
• If u is central in Uq(gln) then Duv = Du ◦Dv for any v ∈ Uq(gln). In particular, u 7→ Du
is an algebra homomorphism from Z(Uq(gln)) to M .
• For any finite–dimensional representation W ,
DuTr|W
(
xE
)
= Tr|W
(
uxE
)
. (13)
• If u = 1 is the identity element of Uq(gln), then D1 is the identity operator.
4 Quantum Random Walks on Quantum Groups
The first thing that needs to be defined is the states. Given D ∈M and some χ ∈ C[[x1, x2, . . .]
define
〈D〉χ = (Dχ)(1, 1, . . .)
In this paper, χ will always be chosen so that the states are finite. Under the map u 7→ Du,
this pulls back to a state on Uq(gln) in the sense that
〈u〉χ = (Duχ)(1, 1, . . .) (14)
For t ≥ 0 let χt(x1, . . . , xn) denote
χt(x1, . . . , xn) = e
t(x1−1+···+xn−1) = e−tnet(x1+···+xn)
and to simplify notation let 〈·〉t = 〈·〉χt . Given u1 ∈ Uq1(gln1), . . . , ur ∈ Uqr(glnr), use the
formal notation
〈u1 · u2 · · · · · ur〉χ = 〈Du1 ◦ · · · ◦Dur〉χ .
Note that because u1, . . . , ur are elements of different algebras, multiplication between them
is not well–defined. However, the composition of the operators Du1 , . . . , Dur is well–defined.
Now that the states have been defined, we define the non–commutative random walk. Fix
times t1 < t2 < . . . . LetW be the infinite tensor product M⊗∞ with respect to 〈·〉t1⊗〈·〉t2−t1⊗· · · . For n ≥ 1 define the morphism jtn : Uq(gln)→W to be the map
jtn(u) = D
⊗n(∆(n−1)u)⊗ Id⊗∞ = D(u1) ⊗ · · · ⊗D(un) ⊗ Id⊗∞.
and let Wn be the subalgebra generated by the images of jt1 , . . . , jtn . Let Pt be the non–
commutative Markov operator on Uq(gln) defined by Pt = (id⊗ 〈·〉t) ◦∆.We prove
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that q is not a root of unity. Then
(1) The maps (jn) are related to Pt by
ω (jn(X)w) = ω
(
jn−1(Ptn−tn−1X)w
)
, X ∈ Uq(gln), w ∈ Wn−1.
(2) The non–commutative Markov operators preserve the states in the sense that
〈Ptu〉χλ = 〈u(1)〉χλ〈u(2)〉t = 〈u〉χλχt
and satisfy the semi–group property semi–group property Pt+s = Pt ◦ Ps,
(3) The pullback of ω under jn is the state 〈·〉 on Uq(gln), i.e. 〈X〉tn = ω(jn(X)).
(4) If X is central, then for n ≤ m we have
ω (jn(X)jm(Y )) = 〈X · Ptm−tnY 〉tm
Proof. (1) The proof is similar to Theorem 4.1(1) from [19], which was itself based off of
Proposition 3.1 from [9]. The left–hand–side is
ω
(
(pi⊗n−1 ⊗ pi)∆Xw) = ∑
(X)
ω
(
pi⊗n−1(X(1))⊗ pi(X(2))w
)
=
∑
(X)
ω
(
pi⊗n−1(X(1))w
) 〈
X(2)
〉
tn−tn−1
The right–hand–side is∑
(X)
ω
(
jn−1
(〈
X(2)
〉
tn−tn−1 X(1)
)
w
)
=
∑
(X)
ω
(
jn−1(X(1))w
) 〈
X(2)
〉
tn−tn−1 .
So the two sides are equal. Note that this argument did not assume that jn is a homomorphism.
(2) First we show
〈u(1)〉χλ〈u(2)〉t = 〈u〉χλχt
Because {χλ : λ ∈ GTn} is a linear basis for the space of symmetric functions, by (13) it
suffices to show that
Tr|Vλ
(
u(1)x
h
)
Tr|Vµ
(
u(2)x
h
)
= Tr|Vλ⊗Vµ
(
uxh
)
.
But this is true because the co–product is what defines the action on tensor powers of repre-
sentations.
Now, by the co–associativity property,
(id⊗∆) ◦∆(u) = (∆⊗ id) ◦∆(u) =⇒ u(1) ⊗ u(21) ⊗ u(22) = u(11) ⊗ u(12) ⊗ u(2)
Therefore
Pt ◦ Ps(u) = Pt
(
u(1)
〈
u(2)
〉
s
)
= u(11)
〈
u(12)
〉
t
〈
u(2)
〉
s
= (id⊗ 〈·〉t ⊗ 〈·〉s)
(
u(11) ⊗ u(12) ⊗ u(2)
)
= u(1)
〈
u(21)
〉
t
〈
u(22)
〉
s
= u(1)
〈
u(2)
〉
t+s
= Pt+s(u)
(3) By repeatedly applying (1) with w = 1, we have
ω (jn(X)) = ω
(
jn−1(Ptn−tn−1X)
)
= . . . = ω
(
j1(Pt2−t1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ptn−tn−1(X))
)
By the definition of ω and j1, and by applying (2) this equals〈
Pt2−t1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ptn−tn−1(X))
〉
t1
= 〈Ptn−tn−1(X)〉t1 = 〈X〉tn
(4) By repeated applications of (2), and then (1),
ω(jn(X)jm(Y )) = ω
(
jn(X)jn(Ptn+1−tn ◦ · · · ◦ Ptm−tm−1(Y ))
)
= ω (jn(X)jn(Ptm−tn(Y )))
Because X is central, DXu = Dx ◦Du for any u, finishing the proof.
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Remark. There is a q–deformation of the algebra of functions which has a natural pairing
with Uq(gln); see e.g. Chapter 3 of [18]. One could instead define M as operators on this
algebra, but this approach would not be sufficient for the purposes of this paper, as the results
here require different values of q.
Also note that in the usual definition of a non–commutative random walk, the maps jn are
required to be algebra homomorphisms, and not merely linear. Here, the jn are only algebra
morphisms when restricted to the center of Uq(gln). Nevertheless, the results here are sufficient
to show asymptotics in section 6.
Remark. Note that in the q = 1 case, the non–commutative Markov operator Pt preserves
the center (see Theorem 4.1(5) of [19] or Proposition 4.3 of [9]). We will see below that this is
not true for general q. However, one could use the quantum trace
〈u〉(q)χV = Tr|V
(
uq−2ρ
)
where
2ρ = (n− 1)E11 + (n− 3)E22 + · · ·+ (1− n)Enn.
Then
〈uv〉(q) = Tr (uvq−2ρ) = Tr (v · q−2ρu) = 〈v · q−2ρuq2ρ〉(q) .
By 4.9(1) of [15], S2(u) = q−2ρuq2ρ. Thus, if P (q)t =
(
id⊗ 〈·〉(q)t
)
◦∆, then Proposition 1.2(1)
of [10] implies that P
(q)
t (u) is central if u is central. Note that when q = 1, then the quantum
trace reduces to the usual trace.
5 Connections to random surface growth
In this section, we will show the relationship between the non–commutative random walk and
a (2+1)–dimensional random surface growth model. First, here is a description of the model,
which was introduced in [7].
5.1 Random surface growth
Consider the two–dimensional lattice Z × Z+. On each horizontal level Z × {n} there are
exactly n particles, with at most one particle at each lattice site. Let X˜
(n)
1 > . . . > X˜
(n)
n
denote the x–coordinates of the locations of the n particles. Additionally, the particles need
to satisfy the interlacing property X˜
(n+1)
i+1 < X˜
(n)
i ≤ X˜(n+1)i . The particles can be viewed as
a random stepped surface, see Figure 1. This can be made rigorous by defining the height
function at (x, n) to be the number of particles to the right of (x, n).
The dynamics on the particles are as follows. The initial condition is the densely packed
initial condition, X˜
(n)
i = −i+ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each particle has a clock with exponential waiting
time of rate 1, with all clocks independent of each other. When the clock rings, the particle
attempts to jump one step to the right. However, it must maintain the interlacing property.
This is done by having particles push particles above it, and jumps are blocked by particles
below it. One can think of lower particles as being more massive. See Figure 2 for an example.
It turns out to be more covenant to use the co–ordinates X
(n)
i = X˜
(n)
i + i − 1. Then on
each level, X
(n)
1 ≥ . . . ≥ X(n)n and the interlacing property becomes X(n+1)i+1 ≤ X(n)i ≤ X(n+1)i .
The initial condition is X
(n)
i (0) = 0.
Review some information about these probability measures and dynamics. By a result
from [7, 8],
etTr(U−Id) =
∑
µ
Prob
(
X(N)(t) = µ
) χµ(U)
dimµ
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where χµ and dimµ are the character and dimension of the highest weight representation µ.
By Theorem 3.1 of [20] (with θ = (1, . . . , 1) in the statement of that theorem), for t ≥ s ≥ 0,
P
(
X(N)(t) = τ |X(N)(s) = λ
)
=
∑
µ
P
(
X(N)(t− s) = µ
)
cτλµ
dim τ
dimλdimµ
.
where cτλµ are the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients defined by
χλ · χµ =
∑
τ
cτλµχτ
And therefore
etTr(U−Id)
χλ
dimλ
=
∑
µ
Prob
(
X(N)(t) = µ
) χµ · χλ
dimµ dimλ
=
∑
µ,τ
Prob
(
X(N)(t) = µ
) χτ
dim τ
cτλµ
dim τ
dimµdimλ
=
∑
τ
χτ
dim τ
P
(
X(N)(s+ t) = τ |X(N)(s) = λ
) (15)
Furthermore, for all t ≥ 0,
P
(
X(M)(t) = λ(M)|X(N)(t) = λ(N)
)
= Λ
(
λ(N), λ(M)
)
, ∀M ≤ N (16)
where recall that Λ was defined in (12).
5.2 Restriction to center
Let Qt be the Markov operator of the particle system, which defines an operator Qt on
Fun(GTn) by
Qtf(λ) :=
∑
µ∈GTn
Qt(λ→ µ)f(µ).
Given u ∈ Uq(gln), there is a corresponding observable Ou on GTn given by
Ou(λ) :=
1
dimλ
Tr|Vλu
(13)
=
1
dimλ
Duχλ(1, . . . , 1)
(14)
= 〈u〉χλ/ dimλ, (17)
where χλ was defined in (11). Observe that the map O : Uq(gln)→ Fun(GTn) is a linear map.
Let F ⊂ Fun(GTn) be the image of O.
If m ≤ n and u ∈ U (glm) , then define Ou(λ) on λ ∈ GTn by
Ou(λ) =
∑
µ∈GTm
Λ(λ, µ)Ou(µ). (18)
By the definition of Λ, (17) still holds.
Proposition 5.1. (1) For all u ∈ Uq(gln) and t ≥ 0,
〈u〉t = E[Ou(λ(t))]
(2) If f = Ou ∈ F , then Qtf = OPtu. In particular, Qt preserves the image of O.
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Proof. (1) By definition
〈u〉t =
∑
µ∈GTn
P(λ(t) = µ)
(Duχµ)(1, . . . , 1)
dimµ
=
∑
µ∈GTn
P(λ(t) = µ)
Tr|Vµu
dimµ
=
∑
µ∈GTn
P(λ(t) = µ)Ou(µ)
= E[Ou(λ(t))]
(2) By linearity and (15)
〈u〉
χt
χλ
dimλ
=
∑
τ
P
(
X(N)(t) = τ |X(N)(s) = λ
)
〈u〉 χτ
dim τ
or equivalently (by Theorem 4.1(2))
OPtu(λ) =
∑
τ
P
(
X(N)(t) = τ |X(N)(s) = λ
)
Ou(τ) = (QtOu) (λ).
The next theorem shows the multi–level relationship between the QRWQG and the random
surface growth. This is similar to Theorem 4.5 of [19]. However, the proof there is no longer
valid because the center is not preserved unless q = 1. The extra ingredient here is (15), which
had not been used previously.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that q is not a root of unity. Suppose that N1 ≥ · · · ≥ Nr, t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tr.
Let Xj ∈ Z(Uqj (glNj )) for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 and Yr ∈ Uqr(glNr). Then
ω
(
jt1(X1) · · · jtr−1(Xr−1)jtr(Yr)
)
= E
[
OX1
(
λ(N1)(t1)
)
· · ·OXr−1
(
λ(Nr−1)(tr−1)
)
OYr
(
λ(Nr)(tr)
)]
Proof. First, note that by Theorem 4.1(4),
ω
(
jt1(X1) · · · jtr−1(Xr−1)jtr(Yr)
)
= 〈X1Pt2−t1
(
X2Pt3−t2
(
X3 · · ·Ptr−tr−1Yr
))〉t1
For the remainder of the proof, proceed by induction on r. When r = 1 the result is Proposition
5.1(2).
Assume the statement for some r. Then setting Yr = Xr · Ptr+1−trYr+1, the induction
hypothesis implies
〈X1Pt2−t1
(
X2Pt3−t2
(
X3 · · ·Ptr−tr−1
(
XrPtr+1−trYr+1
)))〉t1
= E
[
OX1
(
λ(N1)(t1)
)
· · ·OXr−1
(
λ(Nr−1)(tr−1)
)
OYr
(
λ(Nr)(tr)
)]
By the definition of an expectation, this equals (where the summation over each µ(m) is over
GTm)∑
µ(N1),...,µ(Nr)
P
(
λ(N1)(t1) = µ
(N1), . . . , λ(Nr)(tr) = µ
(Nr)
)
OX1
(
µ(N1)
)
· · ·OXr−1
(
µ(Nr−1)
)
OYr
(
µ(Nr)
)
(19)
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By the definition of O in (17), and the assumption that Xr is central,
OYr(µ
(Nr)) =
Tr|V
µ(Nr)
(
Xr · Ptr+1−trYr+1
)
dimµ(Nr)
= OXr(µ
(Nr))
Tr|V
µ(Nr)
(
Ptr+1−trYr+1
)
dimµ(Nr)
Furthermore, setting χ˜µ = χµ/ dimµ,(
dimµ(Nr)
)−1
Tr|V
µ(Nr)
(
Ptr+1−trYr+1
)
= 〈Ptr+1−trYr+1〉χ˜µ(Nr) = 〈Yr+1〉χ˜µ(Nr)χtr+1−tr
(15)
=
∑
ν(Nr)
P
(
λ(Nr)(tr+1) = ν
(Nr)|λ(Nr)(tr) = µ(Nr)
)
OYr+1
(
ν(Nr)
)
(18)
=
∑
ν(Nr),µ(Nr+1)
P
(
λ(Nr)(tr+1) = ν
(Nr)|λ(Nr)(tr) = µ(Nr)
)
OYr+1
(
µ(Nr+1)
)
Λ
(
ν(Nr), µ(Nr+1)
)
Therefore, by (16) the expression (19) equals∑
µ(N1),...,µ(Nr)
ν(Nr),µ(Nr+1)
P
(
λ(N1)(t1) = µ
(N1), . . . , λ(Nr)(tr) = µ
(Nr), λ(Nr)(tr+1) = ν
(Nr), λ(Nr+1)(tr+1) = µ
(Nr+1)
)
×OX1
(
µ(N1)
)
· · ·OXr−1
(
µ(Nr−1)
)
OXr
(
µ(Nr)
)
OYr+1
(
µ(Nr+1)
)
Because there is no observable in ν(Nr), the sum over ν(Nr) can be eliminated, completing the
proof.
Although there is not a rigorous way to multiply elements of Uq(gln) and Uq˜(gln), it is not
unreasonable to conjecture that the results in this section should still be true if the multipli-
cation is interpreted formally. Here is a (numeric) example of how to do this.
Example 1 Consider an irreducible representation of Uq(gl2) with highest weight (λ1, λ2).
The weights can be written as (λ1 − j, λ2 + j) for 0 ≤ j ≤ λ1 − λ2. One can check that
E21E12 ∈ Uq(gln) acting on (λ1 − j, λ2 + j) multiplies by the constant
[λ1 − λ2]q + [λ1 − λ2 − 2]q + . . .+ [λ1 − λ2 − 2j + 2]q.
So that q˜E11+E22E21E12 with the quantum trace Trs acts as the observable
O = 1
λ1 − λ2 + 1
λ1−λ2∑
j=1
sλ1−λ2−2j q˜λ1+λ2 ([λ1 − λ2]q + [λ1 − λ2 − 2]q + . . .+ [λ1 − λ2 − 2j + 2]q)
Now for q˜ = −0.27 + 3i, q = 0.8, s = 0.6, t = 0.31, (a1, a2) = (3, 1), the determinantal formula
for E[O(t)] from section 2.3 of [7] predicts
e−2t
∞∑
λ1=a1
λ1∑
λ2=a2
O · (λ1 − λ2 + 1) det
(
tλ1
λ1!
tλ1+1
(λ1+1)!
tλ2−1
(λ2−1)!
tλ2
λ2!
)
≈ −0.02788676811357415− 0.002852163596477639i
for the summation over λ1 up to 50 ≈ ∞.
Formally, the co–product applied to q˜E11+E22E21E12 yields
∆
(
q˜E11+E22E21E12
)
= q˜E11+E22E21E12⊗q˜E11+E22qE22−E11+q˜E11+E22qE11−E22⊗q˜E11+E22E21E12
(20)
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By applying 〈·〉t⊗〈·〉 to both sides and taking → 0, Theorem 4.1(2) implies that 〈q˜E11+E22E21E12〉t
with the quantum trace at s solves the differential equation
y′(t) = (q˜q−1s− 1 + q˜qs−1 − 1)y(t) + q˜s−1 exp (t(q˜qs− 1 + q˜q−1s−1 − 1)) , y(0) = 0
which is solved by
y(t) = et(q˜qs
−1+q˜q−1s−2)q(eq˜q
−1s−1t(q2−1)(s2−1) − 1)(q2 − 1)−1(s2 − 1)−1.
Furthermore, applying
(
id⊗ 〈·〉(s)t
)
to (20)
P
(s)
t
(
q˜E11+E22E21E12
)
= 〈q˜E11+E22qE22−E11〉(s)t q˜E11+E22E21E12 + 〈q˜E11+E22E21E12〉(s)t q˜E11+E22qE11−E22
= et(q˜q
−1s+q˜qs−1−2)q˜E11+E22E21E12 + y(t)q˜E11+E22qE11−E22
which predicts
et(q˜q
−1s+q˜qs−1−2) · O + 1
λ1 − λ2 + 1
λ1−λ2∑
j=0
sλ1−λ2−2j q˜λ1+λ2qλ1−j−(λ2+j)
= −0.02788676811357414− 0.002852163596477645i
which matches to 17 decimal points.
6 Asymptotic Gaussian Fluctuations
By (46) in [13], the element
C(n) = C(n)q :=
n∑
i=1
q2i−2nq2Eii + (q − q−1)2
∑
1≤i<j≤n
q2j−2n−1qEii+EjjEijEji
is central in Uq(gln). When acting on the lowest weight vector of Vλ, the second term vanishes,
so C
(n)
q acts as the constant (see also (51) in [13])
n∑
i=1
q2(λi−i+n) =
n∑
i=1
∞∑
k=0
(2h)k(λi − i+ n)k
k!
=:
∞∑
k=0
(2h)k
k!
Ψ
(n)
k (λ) (21)
where q = exph. By previously known results ([6, 7, 19]), there are fixed–time asymptotics: if
Nj = [ηjL], t = [τL] then EΨ
(N)
k (λ(t)) ∼ Lk+1 (where λ(t) is distributed as X(N)(t)) and(
Ψ
(N1)
k1
(λ(t))− EΨ(N1)k1 (λ(t))
Lk1
, . . . ,
Ψ
(Nr)
kr
(λ(t))− EΨ(Nr)kr (λ(t))
Lkr
)
→ (ξ1, . . . , ξr) (22)
where (ξ1, . . . , ξr) is a Gaussian vector with mean zero covariance
E[ξiξj ] = E [G(ki, ηi, τ)G(kj , ηj , τ)] .
By (21), this suggests that qj should depend on L as qj = exphj/L. This scaling also sug-
gests that
〈
C
(N)
q
〉
t
should be of order ∼ L with fluctuations of constant order, which will be
confirmed below.
For multi–time asymptotics, it is also necessary to find the states of each monomial in C
(n)
q .
Below, recall that
1F1(−m; 2;−x) =
m+1∑
r=1
(
m
r − 1
)
xr−1
r!
.
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Proposition 6.1. Assume that q is not a root of unity. For i < j,
〈qEii+EjjEijEji〉γ = qγeγ(q2−1)1F1(−(j − i− 1); 2;−(q − q−1)2γ) =: fj−i(γ).
Proof. By (10), for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
∆(qEii+EjjEijEji) = q
Eii+EjjEijEji ⊗ q2Ejj + q2Eii ⊗ qEii+EjjEijEji
+ (q − q−1)2
j−1∑
r=i+1
j−1∑
k=i+1
qEii+ErrEirEki ⊗ qEii+EjjErjqEkk−EiiEjk
Hence, by Theorem 4.1(2),〈
qEii+EjjEijEji
〉
γ+
=
〈
qEii+EjjEijEji
〉
γ
〈
q2Eii
〉

+
〈
q2Ejj
〉
γ
〈
qEii+EjjEijEji
〉

+ (q − q−1)2q−1
j−1∑
r=i+1
〈
qErr+EjjErjEjr
〉
γ
〈
qEii+ErrEirEri
〉

(23)
where we have used qErr−EiiErj = ErjqErr−Eiiq(r,r−r+1) = ErjqErr−Eiiq for r < j. In
particular,〈
qEii+EjjEijEji
〉
γ+
= (1 + (q2 − 1)) 〈qEii+EjjEijEji〉γ
+ q
〈
q2Ejj
〉
γ
+ (q − q−1)2q−1
j−1∑
r=i+1
〈
qErr+EjjErjEjr
〉
γ
q+O(2).
Therefore, fj−i(γ) :=
〈
qEii+EjjEijEji
〉
γ
satisfies the differential equation
f ′j−i(γ) = (q
2 − 1)fj−i(γ) + qeγ(q2−1) + (q − q−1)2
j−1∑
r=i+1
fj−r(γ).
In general, if a family of functions {fm(t)} satisfies the differential equation
f ′m(x) = afm(x) + g(x) + b
m−1∑
i=1
fi(x)
then using integrating factors shows that fm is solved by
fm(x) = e
ax
∫ x
0
e−ax1
(
g(x1) + b
m−1∑
i1=1
fi1(x1)
)
dx1
= eax
∫ x
0
e−ax1g(x1)dx1 + eaxb
m−1∑
i1=1
∫ x
0
∫ x1
0
e−ax2
(
g(x2) +
i1−1∑
i2=1
fi2(x2)
)
dx2dx1
= eax
∫ x
0
e−ax1g(x1)dx1 + eaxb
(
m− 1
1
)∫ x
0
∫ x1
0
e−ax2g(x2)dx2dx1 + . . .
=
m∑
r=1
eax
(
m− 1
r − 1
)
br−1
∫ x
0
· · ·
∫ xr−1
0
e−axrg(xr)dxr · · · dx1
Applying this with a = (q2 − 1), b = (q − q−1)2 and g(t) = qet(q2−1) yields
fij(γ) = qe
γ(q2−1)
j−i∑
r=1
(
j − i− 1
r − 1
)
(q − q−1)2(r−1)γ
r
r!
= qγeγ(q
2−1)
1F1(−(j − i− 1); 2;−(q − q−1)2γ)
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The following result is generalization for n = 2 in [4] (see also chapter 13 in [2]).
Proposition 6.2. Assume that q is not a root of unity. For any t ≥ 0,
Pt(C
(n)) = et(q
2−1) · C(n) +
n−1∑
k=1
Ak(t)C
(n−k) (24)
where
Ak(t) = q
−1(q − q−1)2fk(t).
Proof. Since ∆(q2Eii) = q2Eii ⊗ q2Eii ,
Pt(q
2Eii) = et(q
2−1)q2Eii
Now using (10), we have
Pt(q
Eii+EjjEijEji) = e
t(q2−1)qEii+EjjEijEji + 〈qEii+EjjEijEji〉tq2Eii
+ q−1(q − q−1)2
j−1∑
r=i+1
〈qErr+EjjErjEjr〉tqEii+ErrEirEri
where we have used qErr−EiiErj = ErjqErr−Eiiq(r,r−r+1) = ErjqErr−Eiiq for r < j. Because
the term et(q
2−1) occurs as a coefficient in both q2Eii and qEii+EjjEijEji, we can write
Pt(C
(n))− et(q2−1) · C(n)
= (q − q−1)2
∑
1≤i<j≤n
q2j−2n−1
(
fj−i(t)q2Eii + q−1(q − q−1)2
j−1∑
r=i+1
fj−r(t)qEii+ErrEirEri
)
= (q − q−1)2
n−1∑
i=1
 n∑
j=i+1
q2j−2n−1fj−i(t)
 q2Eii
+ (q − q−1)4
∑
1≤i<r≤n−1
 n∑
j=r+1
q2j−2n−2fj−r(t)
 qEii+ErrEirEri.
Re–arrange the summation to note that
n−1∑
k=1
Ak(t)C
(n−k)
=
n−1∑
k=1
n−k∑
i=1
Ak(t)q
2i−2n+2kq2Eii + (q − q−1)2
n−1∑
k=1
∑
1≤i<j≤n−k
Ak(t)q
2j−2n+2k−1qEii+EjjEijEji
=
n−1∑
i=1
n−i∑
k=1
Ak(t)q
2i−2n+2kq2Eii + (q − q−1)2
∑
1≤i<j≤n−1
n−j∑
k=1
Ak(t)q
2j−2n+2k−1qEii+EjjEijEji
=
n−1∑
i=1
n−i∑
k=1
Ak(t)q
2i−2n+2kq2Eii + (q − q−1)2
∑
1≤i<r≤n−1
n−r∑
k=1
Ak(t)q
2r−2n+2k−1qEii+ErrEirEri
And now setting k = j−i in the first sum and k = j−r in the second sum shows the result.
Notice that in the scalings at the beginning of this section,
〈
qEii+EjjEijEji
〉
t
is of order L
and
〈
q2Eii
〉
t
is of constant order. This implies that
〈
C
(N)
q
〉
t
is of order L, as expected.
We can now state the convergence.
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Theorem 6.3. Suppose that Nj = [ηjL], tj = τjL and qj = exp(hj/L) for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Then as
L→∞,(
jt1
(
C(N1)q1 −
〈
C(N1)q1
〉
t1
)
, · · · , jtr
(
C(Nr)qr −
〈
C(Nr)qr
〉
tr
))
→ (G(h1, η1, τ1), . . . ,G(hr, ηr, τr))
with respect to the state ω(·).
Proof. Because PtC
(n) is a linear combination of C(k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, repeated applications of
Theorem 4.1(4) shows that the multi–time fluctuations can be written as a linear combination
of fixed–time fluctuations of central elements. Each central element has a series of the form
(21), so it follows from (22) that the convergence will be to some Gaussian vector. It remains
to show that the covariance is that of G.
The theorem for fixed–time follows from Proposition 2.1 and the discussion at the beginning
of this section. By Theorem 4.1(4), it suffices to calculate the limit of〈(
C(N1)q1 −
〈
C(N1)q1
〉
t1
)
·
(
Pt2−t1C
(N2)
q2 −
〈
Pt2−t1C
(N2)
q2
〉
t1
)〉
t1
.
By Proposition 6.2, this equals
e(t2−t1)(q
2
2−1)
〈(
C(N1)q1 −
〈
C(N1)q1
〉
t1
)
·
(
C(N2)q2 −
〈
C(N2)q2
〉
t1
)〉
t1
.
+
N2−1∑
k=1
Ak(t2 − t1)
〈(
C(N1)q1 −
〈
C(N1)q1
〉
t1
)
·
(
C(N2−k)q2 −
〈
C(N2−k)q2
〉
t1
)〉
t1
.
If k depends on L as k = [κL], then
A
(n)
n−k(t) = q
−1(q − q−1)2 · fk(t) ≈ (2h/L)2e2hτ
κL∑
r=1
(κL− 1)r−1
(r − 1)! (2h/L)
2(r−1) τ rLr
r!
≈ L−1e2hτ
∞∑
r=1
κr−1
(r − 1)!(2h)
2r τ
r
r!
= L−1e2hτ · 2h
√
τ√
κ
I1
(
4h
√
κτ
)
where In(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind:
In(x) =
∞∑
r=1
1
(r − 1)!(r − 1 + n)!
(x
2
)2(r−1)+n
=
1
2pii
∮
e(x/2)(t+t
−1)t−n−1dt,
where the contour encloses the origin in a counterclockwise direction. The sum over k becomes
a Riemann sum for an integral over κ, so therefore the asymptotic limit is
e2(τ2−τ1)h2E[G(h1, η1, τ1)G(h2, η2, τ1)]
+ e2(τ2−τ1)h2 · 2h2
√
τ2 − τ1
∫ η2
0
κ−1/2 · 1
2pii
∮
e2h2
√
κ
√
τ2−τ1(t+t−1)t−2dt.
By (3), this equals E[G(h1, η1, τ1)G(h2, η2, τ2)], which completes the proof.
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Figure 1: The particles as a stepped surface. The lattice is shifted to make the
visualization easier.
Figure 2: The red particle makes a jump. If any of the black particles attempt to
jump, their jump is blocked by the particle below and to the right, and nothing
happens. White particles are not blocked.
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